MINIMUM FLANGE THICKNESS, HEIGHT AND THROAT RADIUS GAGE, NEW WIDE FLANGE STEEL WHEELS
Standard S-607-72
Adopted 1950
Revised 1956, Retitled 1972
Effective: October 1, 1972

IMPORTANT:
THIS GAGE CONTOUR PRIOR TO 18

BOXED DIMENSION
VARIIES FROM SPECIFICATION

VERIFY WITH CONTOUR MAPPING
MAX MANUFACTURE DEVIATION .002"
MAX RECERTIFICATION DEVIATION .004"

Material:
Stainless Steel 17-7
Thickness: 1/8
Hardened
Scale: .55X

WINCHESTER INDUSTRIES INC.

STANDARD S-607-72

SIZE
A

CUT#

DRAW NO.

ENG. NO.

DISK

REV

CUSTOMER

ENG 2/20/58